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Introduction

Because of the globalization of products huge

market potential in the United States and the changing

labor costs and tax laws many foreign companies have

established facilities in the United States To the extent

that these facilities are simply sales and marketing

organizations few problems are faced in connection

with intellectual property matters However more typ

ically these facffities become 115.-based RD organi

zations developing theft own technology either alone

or jointly with the foreign parent company Generally

the U.S facility is separately incorporated in the United

States as subsidiary of the foreign parent company

Such U.S.-based subsidiary carrying out its own
RD creates numerous problems relating to U.S

export control laws which are among the most strin

gent of any country in the world Additionally admin

istration problems on how to control such RD must

also be addressed by the foreign company Finally the

problem of how to protect inventions which result from

the RD work must also be determined

The complexity of the situation generally is

increased since much of the RD may not take place

solely in the United States or exclusively by U.S resi

dents or citizens In many cases the RD work may
be joint efforts either through exchange of technology

between the foreign parents and the U.S subsidiary or

through an exchange of temporary employees sent

from overseas to the United States to work on specific

products or projects Presently the situation may event

be further complicated if nationals other than

Americans and those of the parent company are

involved in such projects

For example some Japanese parent companies

with U.S RD facffities may have Korean or Chinese

employees or employees of other nationalities to be

temporarily included in the development of particular

project in the United States and the technology is

shared and flows between all of these nationals even

while they are present in the U.S.-based facility

As such foreign subsidiary RD facilities in the

United States continue to flourish these problems

become more complex and more sophisticated and

often require legal opinions to resolve specific unique

situations This paper will not attempt to cover all such

situations However it will provide fundamental out-

line covering the general export problems the adminis

tration problems and approaches to filing and protect-

ing the intellectual property from such U.S.-based

RD facilities

Control of Export of Technology
Under U.S Law

When the U.S RD subsidiary develops certain

technology decisions for patent filing must be made
To the extent they are made in the United States there

may not be an export problem However to the extent

that the subsidiary in the United States sends the tech-

nical information to the foreign parent company for

determination of whether to ifie such export of tech-

nology is regulated and controlled in the United States

Likewise if foreign national is sent to the United

States on particular project and is present only on

temporary basis and then returns to his foreign country
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the exchange oftechnology between the American per

sonnel and the foreign personnel would also be con-

trollS by such regulafions and would be considered an

export of technology Furthennore to the extent that

projects are worked on simultaneously within the US
and foreign country and techthcal information is sent

back and forth any such information sent fromthe U.S

to the foreign parent is again controlled by U.S export

control laws

The U.S Department of Commerce has ruled that

use outside of the United States ofpersonal knowledge

or technical experience acquired in the United States

constitutes an export of the knowledge and experience

and may be subject to the regulations Disclosure in

foreign country by U.S resident would be considered

export since the disclosure takes place in the foreign

country In addition the release oftechnology to for-

eign national in the United States even by such means

as demonsirations or oral disclosures is considered to

be an export under the regulafion as long as that infor

rtiation is taken back to the foreign country and made

use of there

The basic laws in the United States controlling

such technology transfer are the Export Administration

Regulations EAR administered by the Commerce

Departments Bureau ofExportAdministration O3XA
This organization covers all technology including

patent applications and places restrictions on the type

of technology and the various countries in which such

technology can or cannot be exported

Using USPTO Route

However the United States Patent and Trademark

Office 1JSPTO has been granted the authority to clear

such technology through foreign filing license grant-

ing procedure 35 U.S.C 184 which can be obtained

through the USPTO by any one of three different ways

filing patent application complete or provi

sional and waiting for the grant of foreign

filing license Typically such grant appears

on the filing receipt which may be issued

within one to two months

waiting six months from the filing date of an

application ified in the United States where

upon automatically license is deemed to be

granted or

petitioning the USPTO for foreign filing li

cense before filing in the United States Such

petition requires the payment of the Petition

Fee and can be expedited within few weeks
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The USFID as part of its review procedures has

the obligation of determining whether the particular

technology covered in the patent application or in the

special petition for export relates to any limited tech-

nology In such case it may place restrictive classifi

cation on the material or it may then send the applica

tion to one or more other government departments for

furtherreview This includes review by the Department

of Defense the Atomic Energy Commission the

Department of Energy or other government agencies

Occasionally questionnaire will be sent to the patent

applicant in order to assist the USPrO in making

determination on the classification and restriction that

might be applied to such technology

Using Bureau of ExportAdministration Route

In the event that the USPTO is not utilized for such

clearance it is then necessary to utilize the Bureau of

Export Administration BXA to obtain Commodity

Qassification on the type of goods and thereafter

determination whether the export of such information

will not abridge the Export Regulations

Such determination by the BXA is often necessary

during the course of the project itself where foreign

nationals and Americans will be working together on

the project and no invention has yet been identified for

review by the USPTO for foreign license Likewise

such BXA determination would be required if the for-

eign parent organization insists on reviewing any

invention and making determination in the foreign

country whether the invention should be ified at all

Likewise such review by the BXA would be necessary

if the foreign company insists that the case first be filed

in the home country before filing anywhere else in the

world

Direct compliance with the EAR basically

involves analyzing two lists The first requires classifi

cation of the subject technology according to the

Commerce Control Lists 15 CFR Part 774 Sup
This is the step required to obtain an Export Control

Classification Number ECCN Once the ECCN is

determined it is then necessary to study the informa

tion pertaining to that ECCN number in order to deter-

mine various categories applied to that number

The next step is to check the reason for the control

and this is done against separate list referred to as

Commerce Country Chart 15 CFR Part 738 Sup
From this second list it can be determined whether an

export license is required for that particular country If

no export license is required the item is deemed to fall

within the general license and may be exported without
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applying for any specific individual validated license

assuming other General Prohibitions arenot viokted and

subject to clearance and record-keeping requirements

For example Figure shows page from the

Commerce Control List relating to Category

Telecommmiications and Information Security
Assume an invention is determined to pertain to one

subclass of this category and the number assigned is

ECCN SAOOI In this list it states that the reason and

basis for the control in this list is stated to be NS
National Security andAT Anti-Terrorism Based on

this reason one would then look at the Commerce

Country Chart as shown in Figure Assume one is

looking for the country of Japan The entry next to the

couniry ofJapan does not contain marking ofX in the

column AT1 Likewise for N52 there is no

However for NS1 there is an Thus for any equip-

ment described in 5AQO1 license may be needed

unless License Exception is available For equipment

not in this subgroup it might be assumed that an export

license is not required and that the general license

would be available

While the above appears to be rather straightfor

ward in fact the process unfortunately is not as

straightforward as it would otherwise appear Firstly

there are many many different categories for each tech-

nology and determining which ECCN number applies

is rarely done without applying to the BXA

For example in connection with software it makes

difference whether you are dealing with source code

or object code the number of bytes in the product the

purpose or use of the product etc It also makes dif

ference as to the extent to which the software forms

part of the product whether it can be deemed de mM-
imisor not Furthermore the regulations keep chang

Mg and the classification of technology keeps shifting

making it more difficult to know what the current state

of particular technologies requires

One of the primary concerns under the regulations

is the transfer of information relating to certain tech-

nologies such as encryption which are strictly regulat

ed for national security purposes However encryption

covers broad range of subjects covering many areas

of software and hardware in the computer industry

Although the regulations provide some exceptions

most encryption software in an electronic formremains

subject to the license requirements for export

Surprisingly encryption software or any other technol

ogy in printed form which is published is not subject

to the regulations In the case of encryption software

itself it is important to determine whether the pro
grams relate to object code or source doe since distinc

tions occur between these two as well

In many cases where there are export restrictions

it is possible to obtain license Exception to com

modity that would otherwise be restricted Such

License Exception is an authorization that allows

export under restricted conditions of those items that

would normally require license under the EAR
However in cases where you do get License

Exception there may be continued reporting require-

ments record-keeping and the like

By way of example with respect to Japan and

other countries falling within that countries category it

is possible to obtain license exception for micro-

processors and other devices by having the parent com

pany send letter to the U.S RD subsidiary that the

technology wifi not be exported from the U.S Such

letter would be sufficient so long as the U.S subsidiary

receives the letter and all of the employees involved in

the exchange of technology are U.S and Japanese

employees

However if one of the technical individuals

involved is not from such countries in the category it

would then be necessary to obtain full license in the

exception category For example in the case of

Chinese national working for U.S RD company it

would be necessary to obtain license unless that per-

son happened to be permanent resident of Japan and

was authorized by Japanese law to continue to live in

Japan in which case the person would then be consid

ered to be Japanese individual

Although the major concern with the export

requirement involves the EAR it should be appreciated

that other U.S agencies have additional restrictions on

specific technologies and products and these might

come into play For example the International Traffic

in Arms Regulations applies to weapons or mifitary

related items and this is administered by the

Department of State The Foreign Atomic Energy

Programs for Nuclear-Related Controls is administered

by the Department of Energy In the case of drugs and

narcotics the Drug Enforcement Administration may
get involved For export to specific countries such as

Iran and Iraq the Office of Foreign Asset Control may
also get involved

However for most of the technologies and situa

tions of foreign-owned RD companies the EAR
would be the basic area of concern
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Recommendations

Accordingly with respect to the export of technol

ogy the following are the recommendations

tT Wherever possible file an application first in

the United States complete or wovisional

and wait for the Foreign Filing License to be

granted before any detailed information about

the invention is conveyed to the foreign parent

company Decisions for foreign filing should

be made directly at the RD facility in the

United States

Where the foreign parent insists on making

the filing decisions of inventions and insists

that the information be transmitted to the for-

eign parent company before any application is

ified it is best to petition the USPTO directly

for Foreign Filing License without filing an

application This can be done by submitting

an explanation of the relevant subject mallet

This can also be done on an expedited basis by

paying the petition fee and typically this can

be achieved within one-two weeks

Where there is going to be ajoint development

effort between foreign nationals who will be

participating directly in the RD work or

where development is taking place simultane

ously at the RD subsidiary in the United

States as well as in foreign country or any

other situation where there will be flow of

technology required between U.S foreign

countries during the course of the develop-

ment an official Export Control Classification

Number ECCN should be requested from

the BXA to determine whether an Export

License is required Once the ECCN number

is determined and the particular country of the

nationals is determined the BXA will cooper

ate in determining the type of requirements

needed for export of the information In some

cases full Export License is required In

some cases exemptions can be obtained

although monitoring and recording require

ments may be needed In limited number of

cases simple letter indicating that no further

export of the technology will take place may
be sufficient However this should be deter

mined by the BXA Requesting an ECCN
number is free of charge and takes approxi

mately 14 day

It should be apparent that despite the above gener

alities there may be unique situations involving specif

ic technologies personneL or particular facts or situa

tions which are different and each case should be

checked with U.S attorney before any export of tech-

nology is made

Ownership of Technology

Another issue that is often faced by foreign par-

cut company having U.S RD subsidiary is who

owns the technology and specifically in whose name
the patent application should be ified Many different

scenarios can be envisioned

For example in some cases the foreign parent

company wants all ofthepatent applications around the

world in the name of the foreign parent company In

other situations the foreign parent may give up the

technology and the ownership of the intellectual prop-

erty to its subsidiaries Thus the foreign parent would

own the intellectual property in its own country its

U.S subsidiary would own all of the intellectual prop-

erty in the United States and to the extent it may have

RD operations in other countries in Europe the Far

East and other locations each of those subsidiaries

would own their respective intellectual property in their

own name

Such ownership of the intellectual property by the

subsidiary in its own name would be not only for the

couniry involved but throughout the world Thus in

some cases the foreign parent company having U.S

subsidiary RD operation has that RD operation own

its intellectual property worldwide and the subsidiary

has the right to foreign file anywhere around the world

and will own and enforce its own intellectual property

around the world

However in many situations ownership may be

split The subsidiary company may own the intellectu

al property in the country in which it is located The

foreign parent company would then own the intellectu

at property rights elsewhere in the world In such case

ownership of the intellectual property rights are split

depending upon the country involved

Other possible arrangements can include joint

ownership of the intellectual property rights between

both the parent company and the subsidiary company

in either every country of the world or in at least the

country in which the subsidiary is located

Typically such decisions on ownership of intellec

tual property rights depend upon the administration and

control between the parent and the subsidiary company

Thus it would be an internal organizational matter that

determines the relationship between the parent and the

subsidiary and likewise the resulting ownership of the

intellectual property rights
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Often numerous other factors get involved in mak
Mg the determination of the ownership of intellectual

property rights For example where the foreign parent

company pays for the cost ofthe filing and maintaining

ofpatents around the world in many countries the only

way they can get tax deduction for such expenses is if

the parent company owns the intellectual property

flghts Otherwise no tax benefit can be taken for such

expense

In addition other laws in either foreign country

or in the U.S might also influence the decision on own-

ership ofthe intellectual rights Ownership ofthe tech-

nology can determine who has the right to enforce the

patent in the United States and the extent of discovery

that might be obtained

For example if the intellectual property is owned

by the subsidiary company in the United States and the

subsidiary company ifies suit to enforce the patent it

may be possible to restrict discovery to only the sub-

sidiary company and avoid having the parent involved

in the discovery However to the extent that the foreign

parent is the owner or co-owner of the technology it

would definitely expose the parent to discovery

The decision as to who owns the technology is

often complicated where the invention involves joint

invention between the foreign parent and the U.S sub-

sidiary or at the very minimum employees from the

foreign parent company who are sent to the United

States to participate and cooperate in the work in the

United States The foreign employees have an obliga

don to assign their work to the parent company and the

U.S employees have an obligation to assign the work

to the U.S company

To the extent that the foreign parent and the U.S

subsidiary can work out an arrangement whereby

appropriate assignments can be made from the employ-

ee of the foreign parent company to the subsidiary

company that would be helpful However that would

also involve the necessity of other financial and pay-

ment arrangements from the U.S company to the

employees while they are in the United States

Typically foreign nationals on assignment in the

United States for any fixed period of time are paid

through the U.S subsidiary and that could facilitate the

ability to assign the intellectual property developed by

that employee to the subsidiary company

To the extent possible it is recommended that the

Intellectual Property ownership of the subsidiary inven

tions be given to the subsidiary company at least for

the country in which it is located For foreign RD
subsidiary in the Unfted States it would therefore be

recommended that the Intellectual Property be ified in
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the name of the subsidiary company at least for the

United States Thereafter the invention can be

assigned to the foreign parent company for filing in the

parents home country and elsewhere in the world if so

desired

However to the extent that the subsidiary retains

ownership of its Intellectual Property throughout the

world ft makes for an even cleaner situation with

respect to enforcement activities as well as prosecution

activities since that way that subsidiary can coordinate

everything mInting to that invention Nevertheless

depending upon particularrequirements other arrange-

ments could be achieved although with somewhat

more complexity involved

Filing of Patent Applications

Taking into consideration the export restrictions as

discussed above whereby patent application should

be first ified in the United States as well as considering

the ownership possibilities as previously discussed

some recommendations are now given as to how best to

ifie such patent applications from U.S RD sub-

sidiary

Where the invention is made in the United States

by U.S employees of the U.S subsidiary company
there is generally little problem as those inventions can

be ified directly in the United States as U.S patent

application assigned to the U.S subsidiary

Even to the extent that foreign personnel are posi

tioned iii the United States and participate in the devel

opment those employees typically are either temporar

ily working for the U.S subsidiary or if necessary

could assign their rights to the U.S subsidiary and flu-

iiig lii the United States as U.S patent application

could stiR be effected Such U.S filings would satisfy

the U.S export control requirements and any further

filing elsewhere or transfer of the application outside of

the United States would await receipt of the Foreign

Filing License either as included on the filing receipt

or upon the waiting of the six months

Once the Foreign Filing License is received the

application can then be sent to the foreign country for

review by the parent company and for further decisions

on filing iii the parents home country or elsewhere

The problem becomes more difficult when the

invention arises from discussions between inventors in

the foreign parent company and inventors in the U.S

subsidiary Of course ft is assumed that initially appro

priate BXA licenses were obtained for the ongoing dis

cussions between the foreign country and the United

States and the flow of technology from the United
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States to the foreign country was already covered either

by specific license or by determination that no

license was required

Once patent application between such joint

development work has been completed there are

number ofpossibffihies for filing the application

File PCT application first in the United

States designating both the U.S and the parents home

country as well as any other countries desired Based

upon ownership deternünations the subsidiary can be

named as the applicant for the United States as well as

other couniries or for that matter the subsidiary can be

listed only in the U.S and the foreign parent company

can be listed as owner for all other countries The

inventors of both the foreign parent company and the

subsidiary company are listed for the one application

Upon entry into the national phase the U.S national

application will then belong to the subsidiary company
ancl the applications in the parents home country and

other foreign countries would then belong to the parent

company Suitable assignments might be needed in

specific countries

File U.S application first in the United

States listing both the U.S and the foreign inventors

and obtaining assignments from the foreign inventors

to the U.S company The U.S company would be list

ed as the owner Upon receipt of the foreign export

license on the USPTO official filing receipt and with

in the one-year Paris Convention thte an application in

the parents home country and other foreign applica

tions may be ified claiming priority from the first U.S

flung If required the foreign applications can then be

assigned by the inventors to the foreign parent

Filing of U.S application can be achieved in

similarmanner as described above but both the U.S
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and the foreign parent companies can be listed as co
owners Thereafter suitable assignments can be made

if necessary to adjust ownership as desired by the for-

eign parent company and its relationship with the sub-

sidiary

Depending upon the particular details ofeach case

other arrangements might become significant and

depending upon the factual situation the type ofRD
the nature of the employees and other factual sitna

tions other scenarios could be recommended for the

filing of the inventions

Conclusion

It should be apparent that foreign company hay-

ing US subsidiary doing RD work must be very

cautious when it comes to protecting the intellectual

property of the technology being developed Because

of the strictness continuous variations and complexity

of the U.S export laws care must be taken in analyz

ing each situation individually and legal advice should

be obtained on how to handle the flow of technology

between parent and subsidiary in each specific case

It must also be determined who will own the tech-

nology who will pay for the intellectual property the

extent of joint involvement and who will enforce the

patents Finally once all of these are analyzed and

properly addressed suitable strategy for handling the

ffling and prosecution of the patent applications should

be worked out

While general guidelines can be given as recited

above experience has shown that each particular case

winds up with unique set of circumstances and as

result each should be analyzed individually and sew

arate strategy given for each particular situation as it

arises
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range from 21BK -55 to 391 124
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Tdecornmunioation transmission equipment and sys
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Ucense Requirement Notes See 73 of the EAR for reporting

requirements for exports under License Exceptions b.1 Being underwater communications

oc -\clrnrnstrao ao 02
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